
 

 

RS BARCELONA: INTENSE LIVING PRODUCTS AT 
DOWNTOWN DESIGN  
 
RS Barcelona presents RS#Dining table and Ombra stool collection for the 
first time in Dubai  
 
RS Barcelona will be in Downtown Design in Dubai. They will unveil part of its intense living 
collection. Once again, the brand shows its commitment to the spirit of spontaneity and 
curiosity it transmits through all its products, an attitude that they call stayplayful.  
 
RS#Dining table 

The RS#Dining table is a rather unusual dining table; it's a 
converted foosball table. In fact, it's both things at once: a 
foosball table and a dining table. You can use it for eating, 
playing, for eating while you play or for playing while you eat. 
It's up to you. 

The idea is both simple and original. We've placed a glass top on 
our classic and hard-wearing RS#2 foosball table, turning it into 
a fun, foosball-themed dining table.  

This product is a fusion of gastronomy and design. The 
internationally renowned chef José Andrés fell in love with the 
RS#2 foosball table and was keen to incorporate it in his 
culinary universe, beginning with his Jaleo restaurants in 
Washington and Las Vegas. No sooner said than done.    

RS Barcelona, in collaboration with José Andrés, launches the 
RS#Dining table, a whole new experience at the table. 

"The RS#Dining table is an extra ingredient, a special touch in 
many of my restaurants", says José Andrés. 
 
Ombra stool 
Diagonal pool table will travel to Milan with the new 
metal and staking Ombra stool.  
The Ombra stool, designed by Emiliana Design Studio, 
has its own place in any space: in a bar, restaurant, 
terrace, office or home. Its clean and elegant look, its 
different finishes and its wide range of colours, adapt to 
any style and environment. And its generous measures 
and the ergonomic shape of its seat provide a 
comfortable sitting. 
Versatility, lightness, resistance and functionality are, 
together with design, the words that best describe the 
Ombra stools. 
Whether in its tall, medium or low version, with or 
without a backrest, take your Ombra and, please, sit down. 



 

Diagonal pool table 
Like a diagonal line, which crosses a space from end to 
end, the new RS Barcelona pool table fills any room 
with design, elegance and a playful attitude. 
Diagonal pool table, designed by Yonoh, is inspired by 
the perfect lines of the game and one of the main 
streets of Barcelona, the city that inspired it and where 
it is manufactured. It shows in its design and in its 
simple and innovative forms that make it unique and 
timeless.  
Diagonal has achieved the perfect blend between play 
and design. With its light and modern lines and its variety of high-quality finishes, it fits into 
any environment, either alone or with one of the RS Barcelona football tables or the ping-
pong tables. Enjoy the game without giving up the design. 
 
RS#2 football table 
Yes, RS#2 is a football table. A spectacular 
reinterpretation of one of our cultural classics. It’s 
made in high-quality materials, such as steel with a 
polyester paint finish. Or like weather resistant 
stainless steel (model RS#2 Inox). And it’s the details 
what make the difference, such as the rubber-soled 
levellers, or the glass-holders for the four players. 
Each table colour comes with standard teams, but the 
layout of the players and choice of team colours is 100% 
customizable. 
RS#2 football table is especially dedicated to all those 
children  who at some time or another have said “Adults don’t play, they work”. 
 
You and Me ping-pong table 
Above all, You and Me is a table tennis table. It is 
regulation size, with a surface, a design and a 
structure that enables full playability, just like a 
professional.   
But You and Me is also a large dining table, a desk, a 
conference table just right for boardrooms, or 
whatever you want it to be. It is designed to fit 
around your needs. 
Converting the table tennis table into… well, a table, 
is as easy as removing the net and storing it in the 
side drawer. Thus, all the sportiness that it gets 
from the net, the paddles and the balls is tucked away, out of sight. 
You and Me is also available in 220 and 180 cm length to fit any space. 
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RS BARCELONA 
 
 

The journey of RS Barcelona is the story of a dream in five stages. 
It starts off with Rafael Rodríguez Castillo, an employee in a 
metallurgist’s – and old-style grafter – who in 1975 decided to start 
his own business. One day his little workshop turned into an 
industrial unit in Viladecans, Barcelona, there was enough space 
for his two sons to climb aboard. 
Along with the second generation of the family, the dream of RS 
Barcelona acquires a new dimension: manufacturing for others 
might put food on the table but isn’t very satisfying. The creative 
bug stimulation in the company’s first ‘own-brand’ product: the 
metal football table. 
Along the way, they make a fistful of errors, the kind from which a 
lot is learned. Enough, in fact, to be able to include the catalogue 
with a coat-hanger and an outdoor table. 
Little by little RS Barcelona’s products find their place in the shop 
windows of internationally renowned trendsetters. Something that 
can give a certain heady feeling. But the trick is getting excited by 
every little success. 
That’s how we arrive at the third stage of the dream: the 
introduction of the new collection of furniture designed by Stone 
Designs for RS Barcelona. They met at Zona Tortona (Milano) and 
they decided to run this road hand by hand.  
And know we are at the fourth part, which is still ahead. This new 
stage is awaiting for us as we go around the corner.  
Working and collaborating hand by hand with young, international 
and prestige designers, we started the fourth stage. New products 
expanded the RS Barcelona universe and filled the pages of our 
catalog, that was reaching a greater presence on the bookshelves 
of architecture and interior design studios around the world. 
With the opening of our first showroom in Barcelona, we reached 
the fifth stage that has just begun. We don’t know what this stage 
will bring us, but we face it gaining momentum and with 
enthusiasm. 

Intense living products 
RS Barcelona designs and produces intense living products. We 
seek new languages and ways of expression to create design 
furniture and objects. We enjoy seeing things with different eyes 
because through them we get new ideas and original solutions. But 
we do it with a playful attitude for nothing more than bringing a 
small dose of joy into your life. Because, above all, the lead 
characters in your life are you, and those around you. 
Enthusiasm and optimism do not hurt anyone. On the contrary. It 
is good to fill our lives with moments to enjoy, however small they 
may seem. Blowing out the candles on a cake, diving under the sea 
or walking barefoot on damp grass, we live sensations that make us 
feel good. 
And these are the moments that inspire us in RS Barcelona. The 
intense living moments. 


